Algae through the looking glass.
Microalgae are one of the most suitable subjects for testing the potentiality of light microscopy and image analysis, because of the size of single cells, their endogenous chromaticity, and their metabolic and physiological characteristics. Microscope observations and image analysis can use microalgal cells from lab cultures or collected from water bodies as model to investigate metabolic processes, behavior/reaction of cells under chemical or photic stimuli, and dynamics of population in the natural environment in response to changing conditions. In this paper we will describe the original microscope we set up together with the image processing techniques we improved to deal with these topics. Our system detects and recognizes in-focus cells, extracts their features, measures cell concentration in multi-algal samples, reconstructs swimming cell tracks, monitors metabolic processes, and measure absorption and fluorescent spectra of subcellular compartments. It can be used as digital microscopy station for algal cell biology and behavioral studies, and field analysis applications.